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Now that we've moved up in the world...

NIPS 2010 Workshop: 
Computational Social Science

and the Wisdom of Crowds!!!!!!















THE WISDOM OF CROWDS?????!!!





We got mixed results....







“This is fully based on computer 
related, Now a days all the people and 
all the organization mostly depends on 

the computer. All are believe the 
computer but not a people.”



“Markets as a
Forecasting Tool” 



“Synchronous Experiments on 
Mechanical Turk”



● Have a bad guy dressed in black & white stripes

● Have him steal a computer

● The computer falls and turns on

● He is amazed by the technology and starts using it

● Curtain comes down and comes back up

● He is wearing a suit – “that would be funny haha 
form a bad guy to a business professional”

“Hybrid Human-Machine Systems
on Bandit Problems”



[GS1 is pretending to drive a wagon, GS2 
approaches holding a toy gun, wearing a bandana]

GS2: Stick 'em up. This is a hold-up!

GS1: Not so fast you bandit! Computer! Engage 
auto-defense cyborg systems!

[GS3 appears doing best impression of robot/cyborg]

GS3: Resistance is futile! You will be assimilated...

“Hybrid Human-Machine Systems
on Bandit Problems”



“Rickroll the entire audience. This 
would probably be a first for an ENTIRE 
conference audience. The crowd would 
like it because it was suggested by an 
MTurk worker (and NIPS enthusiast).”



Total cost of skit: $2
(plus $0.99 for the Rick Astley mp3)

Verdict: WIN!!!!
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